
S.T.R.E.A.M
Implementation at Maraetai Beach School 



Wha  S...E..M?
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SCIENCE
Observing, 

describing and 
experimenting

TECHNOLOGY
Invention to 

solve problems

ROBOTICS
Programming, 

controlling and 
using robots

ENGINEERING
A process similar 
to inquiry (Ask, 
Imagine, Plan, 

Create, Improve)

ART
Imagination, 

skill, materials 
and their 
purpose

MATHEMATICS
Numbers and 

their relation to 
the wider world 



Wha  S...E..M?
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S.T.R.E.A.M is a curriculum based way of teaching that educates in the areas of science, technology, 
robotics, engineering, art and mathematics rather than teaching them as separate discrete subjects. By 
teaching S.T.R.E.A.M we are integrating all of the curriculum area to provide learning based on real life 
situations.
As well as focusing on these curriculum areas, S.T.R.E.A.M lessons also include

- Problem solving (or problems to solve)
- Collaboration
- Design challenge
- Communication
- Reflection 
- Improvement



Wh ..R.E..?
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❏ It is the opportunity to provide our students with hands on learning and let go of the reins and let 
student agency and curiosity take the lead. 

❏ To equip our students with the skills and knowledge needed to thrive in the 21st century.
❏ To have students that can ...
- think outside the box
- feel safe to express innovative and creative ideas 
- feel comfortable doing hands-on learning
- take ownership over their learning
- work collaboratively with others
- understand the ways that science, maths, the arts, and technology work together
- become increasingly curious about the world around them and feel empowered to change it for the 
better.

                                                                         http://elearning.tki.org.nz/Teaching/Future-focused-learning/STEM-STEAM 

http://elearning.tki.org.nz/Teaching/Future-focused-learning/STEM-STEAM


Plan: Wat  ale t  
te r is?

A curriculum achievement objectives document for 
level two and level three in the appropriate curriculum 
areas. (Science, Technology, Art and Mathematics). For 
Robotics and Engineering, these points came from 
readings and similar STREAM programs running in 
Australia.
These docs help with planning and making the 
curriculum links to each challenge
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1F3otSe8tXJLm9w4VFdEry_lLEP58G9LPykCwwEFF548


Wha  vale  h e f hi 
to p?

A guided and unguided plan document for planning.
This document talks through the planning step by 
step with the curriculum links of the challenge at the 
top. These curriculum links come directly from the 
curriculum achievement objective doc.
There is also a planning document exemplar with the 
pre planned lessons.
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qspIQScVJ_xsO3aretSdF8GDXJ34RkKF_KtrvBfWTRU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Kxw3ijYq-QHQvGWQG8_CzMM3AlrGNPDHbu_ucr7XsJY
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Visual to help 
create a shared 
understanding 
with staff

Visual



Wha  vale  h eh fo 
ti?

Materials available are:
❏ Cardboard
❏ Newspaper
❏ Tape
❏ Glue
❏ Magnets
❏ Pipe Cleaners
❏ Popsicle Sticks
❏ Yarn
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❏ Straws
❏ Balloons
❏ Buttons
❏ Plastic Spoons
❏ Plastic and Paper Cups
❏ Tooth picks
❏ Skewers
❏ Table Tennis Balls
❏ Modelling Clay

❏ Rubberbands
❏ Strawbees
❏ Knex
❏ Robotics Gear
❏ And any other materials 

teachers may need for 
speci c challenges can be 
ordered



Curt wa t lo l a r ho
❏ A one hour lesson/session once a week that is organised within 

the team
❏ Students are excited and engaged 
❏ Students are involved in hands on tasks
❏ Students leading future learning and inquiries
❏ Students thinking what else? What more? 
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Students have … built a mechanical arm, tower to hold a basketball, a 
straw bridge, a slingshot, the longest piece of paper, paper boats and 
much more



Curt wa t lo l a r ho
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Stut Vi
What have you been learning about so far in STREAM?

- We have been creative using paper to solve real life problems (Year 6)
- I have been learning about length, height, design, floating and shapes (Year 4)
- I have been made to use my brain to create a longer piece of paper, a slingshot and a boat (Year 3)
- We have been learning about how materials are used for certain purposes (Year 5)

Through STREAM I am looking forward to…
- To be able to use my new skills to help someone who may need it like someone in a wheelchair, I could design 

or make something to help them. (Year 4)
- I am looking forward to using robots (Year 3)
- I want to keep doing it every week to help me in those real life situations I might face in a job (Year 6)
- I am looking forward to learning through doing and maybe getting it wrong and trying again. (Year 5)
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Lok in h ur..
❏ Week Five we are collecting student voice throughout all the classes on STREAM 

so far
❏ Teachers will within the two teams have the opportunity to share their 

positives and improvements they believe could be made.
❏ STREAM will be integrated into our weekly program through our curriculum 

areas.
❏ Student agency and a hands on, problem based approach to learning will be at 

the forefront of our teaching.
❏ Moving into this is our way of teaching and learning at Maraetai Beach School
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Thank you - Any questions


